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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
[Preshow Screen] 
 
Before the program begins, slides appear on the screen. There is an illustration of a king, similar 
to the illustration of the King from a deck of playing cards. The king illustration is holding a 
sword with little drops of blood dripping from the end, and overlays a white cloud with a yellow 
circle above representing the sun. The background is split horizontally with blue on top and red 
on the bottom. Small red and blue arrows are on opposite halves, scattered and pointing 
downward toward the lower left corner. Written on the illustration is, “Chrononhotonthologos: a 
world premiere opera by Andy Vores, libretto by Henry Carey.”  
 
A clock counts down from 6 minutes with a QR code to it’s left, which links to Guerilla Opera’s 
Patreon landing page, www.patreon.com/guerillaopera. 
 
Several times before the show we hear music, short instrumental interludes, which come directly 
from the opera.  
 
As the announcer thanks Guerilla Opera’s donors and Patreon supporters, the slides change 
from the illustrated graphic with the king to different photos from the show, which alternate 
throughout the countdown.  
 
The first photo is of Jonas Burdis as King Chrononhotonthologos in clown makeup and a large 
red cape with white faux fur lining, surrounded by the performing ensemble with arms extended, 
in the shape of the Iron Throne from Game of Thrones, sitting center stage in dramatic red 
lighting.  
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The second photo is of Aliana de la Guardia as Queen Fadladinida with Charlotte Jackson as 
King of the Antipodes (pronounced an-ti-pah-deez), a people who are upside down. They are 
performing behind a cloth screen in shadow with deep blue lighting. The black shadows outline 
the silhouettes of the Queen in a large flowing skirt, and the King of the Antipodes with his boots 
in the air as if he was standing on his hands. His head is below, between his hands, and the 
Queen is looking down into his eyes. 
 
The third photo in the sequence is of Charlotte Jackson and Julian Kornick as members of the 
acting troupe in clown makeup. They wear mismatched clothing costumes and are in corsets, 
striking fashion model-like poses and holding empty frames on their faces, as if they are 
portraits on the wall. 
 
After the appearance of the third photo, the countdown ends. The illustrated graphic with the 
king returns as the music changes and the wording on the graphic changes to: “But first... a 
word from... composer Andy Vores.” 
 
[Interview Segment] 
 
The camera wipe effect is that of puzzle pieces being removed, and reveals composer Andy 
Vores. He is a British man with a mustache, goatee beard, and shaved head. He is sitting on a 
stool in a large room, and is wearing slim denim jeans, a grey button-up shirt with a dotted 
pattern with a grey sport jacket. He sometimes leans forward as he talks about the opera libretto 
and his artistic inspiration in setting this classic play by Henry Carey as well as inserting the 
poem “Dover Beach” by Matthew Arnold. He smiles a lot in the interview.  
 
The interview ends after Andy says “Let’s hope so.” We hear Andy and the off-screen 
interviewer laugh.  
 
 
[Chrononhotonthologos Introduction and Titles] 
 
 
The interview fades to a black screen with the white stencil lettering of Guerilla Opera’s logo. It 
reads “Guerilla Opera,” with the appearance of spray paint and the word “Opera” is upside down 
(turned on its head).  
 
The announcer from 2017 starts the pre-curtain announcement for the show, which was 
recorded from live performance.  
 
As the announcement plays, “In partnership with the Boston Conservatory at Berklee presents” 
fades in under the Guerilla Opera spray-paint logo, and both texts fade to black.  
 
The text “A Guerilla Opera production” fades in and out.  
 



Texts fade in and out: “Chrononhotonthologos”, “a world premiere opera”, “Music by Andy 
Vores”, “From the play by Henry Carey and ‘Dover Beach’ by Matthew Arnold”. 
 
Then the title “Chrononhotonthologos” fades in and out to black. 
 
Other titles fade in and out: “Sound recording by Silken Audio” at the bottom right corner, “filmed 
and edited by Ball Square Films” at the bottom left corner, and “directed by Nicholas O’Leary” at 
the bottom center in large font. It fades out as the snare drum roll begins. 
 
[Prologue] 
 
The snare drum rolls, the lights come up in a green hue, and the company of actors march out, 
one foot at a time, beat by beat with the low ceremonial drum. They spread out on the stage in a 
V-shape formation with the smallest point farthest from the audience. The stage is level with the 
audience, not a raised stage.  
 
The ensemble of actors and the instrumentalists, which are upstage, farthest from the audience, 
but still visible behind a very sheer curtain, are comically dressed in a combination of modern 
and Elizabethan clothing. The male-identifying characters are wearing a combination of puffy 
shirts and jackets with denim jeans and high socks. Some are wearing Elizabethan tights, 
trousers and doublets (puffy shorts worn over tights). Some wear hats, and all have codpieces, 
which are coverings that attach to the front of the crotch of men's trousers, enclosing the genital 
area. The women-identifying characters are wearing shorts with stockings and colorful shoes, a 
variety of patterned tops and all corseted. All have different variations of clown makeup. This is 
a comical start to the show. 
 
As they sing “Chrononhotonthologos”, their actions are very rehearsed and mechanical, nodding 
their heads up and down and striking poses only on the words “Chrononhotonthologos” and 
“tragedized.” 
 
The ensemble of actors sing “Ah,” and clump together. They strike a pose with arms extended 
from their clump. Jonas Burdis plays the role of the Poet and is wearing denim jeans with a 
nightshirt stuffed into them, and a ruff, which is an Elizabethan ruffle collar worn around the 
neck and protruding a foot or more. He places a laurel wreath on his head to become the poet 
character, and addresses the audience directly in dramatic green lighting: 
 

First the role of Poet I play, 
Later that of King. 
As Poet now, to introduce, 
This Prologue I sing: 
 
Tonight our comic Muse the buskin wears, 
And gives herself no small romantic airs; 
Struts in heroics, and in pompous verse 



Does the minutest incidents rehearse; 
In ridicule's strict retrospect displays 
The Poetasters of these modern days. 
When the big bellowing bombast rends our ears, 
Which, stript of sound, quite void of sense appears; 
Or when the fiddle-faddle numbers flow. 
Serenely dull, elaborately low, 
The quite tired audience lose whole hours, yet pay 
To go un-pleas'd and un-improv'd away. 
This being our scheme, we hope you will excuse 
The wild excursion of the wanton Muse. 
'Tis meant to please, but, if it should offend, 
It's very short, and soon will have an end. 

 
The ensemble changes shape behind him several times taking the shape of many of the words 
such as “bombast” and “low,” and fall asleep on the stage at the word “dull.”  
  
As he sings “It's very short, and soon will have an end” he removes his denim pants to reveal a 
floor-length, off-white sleeping shirt, as well as removing his ruff and laurel wreath. 
 
[Scene 1 - An Antichamber in the Palace]  
 
The ensemble sets the scene in low light by bringing in a large inflatable mattress. Jonas 
Budris, now dressed as Chrononhotonthologos in sleeping clothes, puts a triangle-shaped, 
dropping sleeping cap on his head, grabs a pillow and plops belly-down on the mattress.  
 
Two courtiers enter to announce that the scene takes place in “an antichamber in the palace.” 
Bryan Pollock plays Aldoborontiphoscophornio, who is a countertenor with a high voice, and 
Brian Church plays Rigdum Funnidos, a baritone with a low voice.  
 
Aldoborontiphoscophornio wears denim jeans with striped socks to his knees, with a 
short-sleeved Elizabethan jacket over a modern, long-sleeved thermal tee-shirt, and a 
heart-shaped codpiece. Rigdum Funnidos wears a doublet (puffy Elizabethan shorts) over 
tights, also wearing a short-sleeved Elizabethan jacket over a modern long-sleeved thermal 
tee-shirt, and a circular-shaped codpiece with ridges. 
 
They discuss how King Chrononhotonthologos is attempting to rest from the toils of war, but is 
restless in his sleep, in deep blue lighting.  
 

Fatigued with the tremendous toils of war, 
Within his tent, on downy couch succumbent, 
Himself he unfatigues with gentle slumbers.  
 
I say he sleeps dog-sleep! 



 
The women of the ensemble are standing each at a corder of the best, both guards and bed 
posts and move various directions each time they sing. 
 
Aldoborontiphoscophornio and Rigdum Funnidos complain that the soldiers have spent all their 
pay on liquor.  
 

I was going to tell you that the soldiers have just now receiv'd their pay, 
and are as drunk as so many swabbers. 
 
Give orders instantly that no more money 
Be issued to the troops; mean-time, 
Let the baths be fill'd with seas of coffee, 
To stupify their souls into sobriety. 

 
The King wakes. The ensemble, who were previously his guards at the posts of the bed, now 
remove the blowup mattress and dress the King. Jonas Burdis as King Chrononhotonthologos 
has a beard and mustache, is in white clown makeup with pink cheeks and a black line from his 
eye-brown to the bottom of his under eye. The ensemble dresses him above his sleeping gown. 
They attach a thick red and white striped belt, with a codpiece attached that is actually a small 
orange kitchen colander, a large red cape with white faux fur lining, and a crown that is a silver 
cloth band with silverware glued to it, pointy sides up.  
 
After they dress him they run upstage (away from the audience) to hide behind trunks and milk 
crates, as the King begins to rant about how he can’t sleep. The lighting is now cool blue, not as 
deep as before.  
 

This God of Sleep torments me. 
Rest is grown a stranger to my eyes; 

 
The milk crates are blue, green and red. Throughout the show they become tables and chairs 
as needed. The trunks also become tables and chairs as needed, but also contain costumes 
and props. All scene and costume changes are visible to the audience. 
 
As the King soliloquises the lights turn deep red. The ensemble surrounds him and with arms 
extended take the shape of the Iron Throne from Game of Thrones. The King sits amidst them 
in dramatic red lighting in the center of the stage.  
 
He declares his own war on sleep and decrees that instead they will all party, have pageants 
and fun to keep them “eternally” awake. 
 

Henceforth let no man sleep, on pain of death; 
Instead of sleep, let pompous pageantry 
Keep all mankind eternally awake. 



 
The low drumming initiates the entertainment. The lights turn pink and the ensemble runs off 
stage right to prepare. There are no curtains and the stage is audience level, so even though 
the actors are “off stage” the audience can see them in the wings preparing for the next scenes.  
 
Aliana de la Guardia and Britt Brown put on jester hats to prepare to perform entertainment 
where the ensemble sports their talents. Britt Brown in a short tutu and corset performs a silly 
dance with a pink ribbon wand and kicks her legs in the air. When the music changes to 
arpeggios Aliana de la Guardia, in a large tutu, corset and large three-pointed jester hat, enters 
pulling a parade of toy trucks attached together by a thick string, with small LED lights attached. 
Her arms extended to the audience for applause at the ridiculous spectacle. She makes a circle 
around the stage with the parade as Britt Brown continues to dance around, and they exit stage 
right together with the toy. 
 
The lights change to natural with a spotlight on Chrononhotonthologos as they are interrupted 
by the Captain of the Guard, played by Charlotte Jackson. The Captain wears green diamond 
patterned shorts, a cardboard vest painted like armor with square eyes and a checkerboard 
mouth to look like a robot face, and a yellow colander on her head for a helmet. 
 

To arms! to arms! great Chrononhotonthologos! 
Th' Antipodean pow'rs, from realms below, 
Have burst the solid entrails of the earth... 
Armies on armies march in form stupendous; 

 
As the Captain relays the news, the lights become dim and a worklight is turned on to shine on 
a screen at the back of the stage. The ensemble acts out the action in shadow play in front of a 
screen. On stage Brian Church uses figures on sticks to represent how the Antipodeans (a race 
of people from the other side of the world who walk upside down on their hands) stacked 
themselves hand to foot to climb through the earth to invade their country. The army has 
erupted from deep in the earth and laid siege to the King’s citadel. 
 

Tier o'er tier, high pil'd from earth to heaven. 
A blazing bullet, bigger than the sun, 
Shot from a huge and monstrous culverin, 
Has laid your royal citadel in ashes. 

 
After the shadow play, a spotlight remains on Chrononhotonthologos, who is center stage and 
decaires that a new war is on. 
 

One look from Chrononhotonthologos 
Shall scare them into nothing. 
Bid General Bombardinian draw his legions forth... 
Bid all the priests prepare their temples 
For rites of triumph… 



 
King Chrononhotonthologos trips as he exits in dramatic red lighting. 
 
 
[Scene Two - A Magnificent Apartment] 
 
Queen Fadladinida, played by Aliana de la Guardia with her attendant Tatlanthe, played by Britt 
Brown enter and announce the new scene, “A Magnificent Apartment.” 
 
Brian Church, as one of the acting troupe, is upstage holding a worklight with cardboard sun 
stuck to the front, representing the morning sun.  
The ladies of the court, played by Rose Hegele and Julian Kornik, enter with the same blow up 
mattress from the previous scene and after dancing around a bit the ensemble player Aliana de 
la Guardia plops down with arms outstretched onto the matters to take her place in the scene as 
Fadladinida and immediately pops back up as if waking from a night’s sleep and sings. 
 

Day's curtain's drawn, the morn begins to rise, 
And waking nature rubs her sleepy eyes.  

 
Tatlanthe, played by Britt Brown, is the Queen’s Favourite lady in waiting and is like her servant. 
She now wears a long hot pink flowing skirt and top, wrapped in an off- white corset and a large 
party hat. Rose Hegele plays 1st Lady and Julian Kornick plays 2nd Lady in this scene and are 
wearing orange and grey costumes, also with large party hats, similar to Tatlanthe.  
 
The 1st and 2nd Ladies dress Queen Fadladinida in a flowing light pink skirt, a white laced cape 
to her waist and a gray, metallic crown with two circles at the top like mouse ears and a 
baby-doll head in the center. 
 
As board aristocracy they think of ways to stay entertained throughout the day.  
 

What think you, ladies, if an hour we kill, 
At Basset, Ombre, Picquet, or Quadrille? ... 
I have a famous Fiddler sent from France. 
Bid him come in. What think ye of a dance? 

 
Tatlanthe gestures off stage, bidding the King of the Fiddlers, played by Charlotte Jackson, to 
enter as the Queen and 1st and 2nd Lady sit on the blowup mattress. 
 
The King Fiddler enters dancingly, playing a tennis racket with a kitchen spoon, as if it was a 
fiddle. Charlotte wears a fake mustache in this new character and dramatically strokes the 
tennis racket with the active violin solo music.  
 



The Queen commands him to play ‘The Green Foke’ and they all dance a choreographed 
ridiculous dance, which ends with a sloppy, Flamanco-like solo dance from the Queen. She 
holds her arms up for applause.  
 
After the dance they drink tea. The Queen hand out the tea by tossing the packets in the air and 
the ladies try to catch them all different ways. The 2nd Lady catches one in her mouth.  
 
After this the ladies sing flatteries to the Queen until the bell rings, and they leave for prayers zig 
zagging around the stage in blue lighting with their hands in prayer position. They exit through 
the audience. Finally Brian lowers his arm, gives a short curtsy and exits the stage, having been 
there the whole scene.  
 
In the instrumental entr’act Jonas Budris, as one of the action troupe, performs a trick. He 
mimes threading a needle and running it through his hair. He then mimes, pulling the string, as if 
his hair was stuck to the string. 
 
[Scene Three - An Antechamber] 
 
In the wild percussion solo the entire ensemble runs in with picture frames. They stop and strike 
a pose with the frames around their faces as they sing “eeeeh.”  
 
Bryan Pollock as Aldoborontiphoscophornio and Brian Church as Rigdum Funnidos enter 
back-to-back as if they were sneaking around the palace and announce the new scene: “An 
Antichamber.”  
 
Each time the instrumentalists have wild raucous music the ensemble runs around silly, and 
crazy. Then they stop and strike a new pose with the picture frames around their faces, singing 
“eeeeeh.” 
 
They never imagined that King Chrononhotonthologos would have won the battle. The King of 
the Antipodeans has been captured and all of his army have run off. Further discussing the 
situation, Aldoborontiphoscophornio tells Rigdum-Funnidos that the Queen has fallen in love 
with the captured King. 
 

I have a riddle to unriddle to thee ... 
Our Queen's in love with this Antipodean 

 
Chrononhotonthologos enters to much pageantry, followed by some flattery from 
Aldoborontiphoscophornio and Rigdum-Funnidos. They dance very pageant-like, as they flatter 
the king with rigid upper bodies and holding hands. Turning to the king and together. They take 
a step closer to each other and we hear their codpieces clang together. The formal dance ends 
with a bow. 
 



Chrononhotonthologos asks why isn’t Fadladinida here to welcome him. 
Aldoborontiphoscophornio lies to cover for her.  
 

A sudden diarrhoea’s rapid force so stimulates 
the peristaltic motion, that she  
by far out-does her late out-doing,  
and all conclude her royal life in danger. 

 
The King, distressed now, with great ceremony, promises his empire to any who can cure her, 
and they all exit, and the King Chrononhotonthologos trips on the way out. 
 
During this en’tract Rose Hegele and Julian Kornick skip onto the stage from the right and 
grandly gesture to each other. Julia does a cartwheel and Rose displays her double jointed 
elbows. They gesture grandly to each other again. 
 
[Scene 4: A Garden] 
 
The Queen and Tatlanthe enter from stage right and circle the stage with arms stretched to the 
audience to announce the scene. They hold large paper umbrellas to shade from the sun, and 
sit on two trunks that have been moved to center stage. Tatlanthe notices that the Queen upset, 
so upset from being in love with the enemy, upside down king that she can not articulate her 
feelings. 
 

What ails my gracious queen? 
 
O would to Venus I had never seen!  
 
Seen what, my royal mistress? 

 
They open their umbrellas one blue with white circular accents and one beige with 
Japanese-style landscape decorations. The Queen takes Tatlanthe’s hand and they walk 
forwards and backwards in place.  
 
Tatlanthe thinks the Queen is talking about how she loves Chrononhotonthologos and tries to 
ingratiate herself with the Queen by praising him with great ceremony. She stands on one of the 
center stage trunks, closes her umbrella and swings it like a sword.  
 

Oh! had you seen him, how he dealt out death, 
And at one stroke robb'd thousands of their breath... 

 
This, of course, is a mistake. The Queen becomes upset at Tatlanthe, and she now climbs on 
top of the trunk center stage, taking Tatlanthe’s place and scolds her. 
 

This does my utmost indignation raise,  



You are too pertly lavish in his praise.  
Leave me for ever! 

 
Tatlanthe grovels, which flatters the Queen greatly, and finally realizes that the focus of the 
Queen’s affections is now the King of the Antipodeans. 

 
Why, what a fool was I, not to perceive  
her passion for the topsy-turvy king, 
 

From atop the center stage trunk, the Queen decides to set the enemy King free. She opens her 
umbrella, hold it above her head, jumps down from the trunk and exits, running off stage left. 
 
During this en’tract Britt Brown, having just played Tatlanthe, removes her shoes and 
moonwalks across the stage from right to left, and continues to moonwalk off stage. 
 
[Scene Five: A Bed Chamber] 
 
On stage are Rose Hegele and Charlotte Jackson, who is dressed in her “armor” as captain of 
the guard. They each hold a corner of a bed sheet in the air. Behind it Jonas Budris as 
Chrononhotonthologos sleeps in his white nightgown with a sleeping cap. Another ensemble 
member holds a pillow behind his head - a funny optical illusion, where Jonas stands upright, 
but it looks as if he is lying down asleep. 
 
Chrononhotonthologos is sleeping through the sounds of “Salt Boxes and Rolling Pins, 
Grid-Irons and Tongs,Sow-Gelders Horns, Marrow-Bones and Cleaver,” cured now of insomnia, 
it seems. He wakes after crashing noises in the electronic score  
 

What heav'nly sounds are these that charm my ears?  
Sure 'tis the musick of the tuneful spheres. 

 
A Herald arrives, Julian Kornick, in an oversized green military coat and officer’s hat. The 
ensemble members dress the King in his red cloak, red striped belt with orange codpiece, and 
crown made of eating utensils. 
 
She stands on a milk crate and delivers a message from general Bombardinian, inviting the 
King to Bombardinian’s tent on the battlefield to “suspend a-while . . . the toils of war” and 
indulge his appetites.  
 
The King agrees to this, and gallops off. He trips on the way out. 
 
During the entr'acte Brian Church walks to center stage and presents to the audience an 
unsolved a rubix cube. He places a white cloth over his eyes and turns the sides of the cube as 
quickly as he can. When the music is over he presents the cube to the audience, still unsolved, 
with arms outstretched, and exits stage left. 



The ensemble has changed the scene behind him, moving a cloth screen to center stage and 
clicking on a light from behind to illuminate the screen. 
 
[Scene 6: A Prison] 
 
Fadladinida sneaks to the captive King in his prison cell. This scene is entirely behind the center 
stage screen. Only the silhouettes of the actors can be seen. The Queen makes exaggerated 
movements as if pantomime. 
 

A Prison  
Is this place, oh!  
a fit reception for the man I love? 

 
She finds her love, The King of the Antipodeans. He wakes and rises as the screen turns 
purple. The black shadows outline the silhouettes of the Queen in a large flowing skirt and two 
puffy side ponytails, and the King of the Antipodes with boots in the air as if he was standing on 
his hands, and his head is below. He addresses the Queen in his native language: 
 

Argle bargle.  
Argle bargle. 

 
With prayer hands extended upwards she proclaims that she is cursed to love a man that 
doesn’t understand her, and beseeches Venus and Cupid to help her gain his love. 
 
Rose Hegele as Venus enters stage left and climbs atop a short step ladder with a light-up 
wand, a child’s toy. The lighting is deep purple. Behind the screen a small silhouette puppet of 
Venus is on a thin stick and moves as if it is hovering. The Queen, behind the screen, reaches 
up with her finger to touch the wand of the puppet.  
 

See Venus does attend thee… 
Take this magic Wand in Hand,  
All the World's at thy Command… 

 
Julian Kornick enters as Cupid as a small silhouette puppet on a stick in the shape of a 
traditional Cupid with a bow and arrow “descends” behind the screen to the right of the Queen. . 
Julian as Cupid is in a green tunic, climbs atop a small step ladder to the right of the screen, 
opposite Venus, and flaps her arms like wings. The lighting is orange. Cupid delivers a 
premonition. 
 

You shall be a Widow before it is Night...  
No longer a Maiden so fair and so bright,  
Two jolly young Husbands your Person shall share... 

 



The Queen thanks “Mr. Cupid” and they all sway and sing “ And the Dew that flies over the 
Mulberry-Tree.” The King of the Antipodeans dashes out stage right and the Queen rushes after 
him. 
 
During this entr’acte Aliana de la Guardia enters stage right and presents the audience with a 
fidget spinner. She looks at the spinner intensely, spins it, and raises one leg as the culmination 
of the trick. She stretches her arms for applause and exits stage right. 
 
 
[Scene 7: BOMBARDINIAN'S Tent] 
 
Brian Church as General Bombardinian enters from stage left wearing armor and a fireman’s 
helmet. Two ensemble members on stage are holding up pillow sheets at each end 
representing the entrance to his tent. 
 
Jonas Budris as King Chrononhotonthologos enters from near the audience, center stage in his 
full red costume.  
 
Everyone takes offense at each other. Charlotte Jackson as the cook wears elbow-length, teal 
dish gloves, a pink shower cap and a white plastic apron. King Chrononhotonthologos becomes 
offended that the cook asks for money for their service and kills him exaggeratedly with a foam 
sword.  
 
King Chrononhotonthologos also becomes offended at the meal Bombardinian offers to him and 
strikes him exaggeratedly, winding his arm and punching him across the face. 
 
Bombardinian’s pride is offended and engages in an exaggerated foam sword fight with 
Chrononhotonthologos, where he kills the King in a blind rage. 
 

What have I done?  
Go call a coach, and let a coach be call'd,  
And let the man that calls it be the caller;  
And, in his calling, let him nothing call,  
But coach! coach! coach!  

 
He runs and grabs the Doctor, played by Rose Hegele, who wears an oversized lab coat and 
large headpiece made from a shower fixture. She pronounces that the King is dead and 
Bombardinian, in offense, exaggeratedly kills the Doctor too, then kills himself. 
 
Each time a cast member is killed and ensemble member enters the stage and pours a 
milkcrate of red ping pong balls, which represent blood. 
 
The two courtiers, the Queen, and Tatlanthe enter from stage left to find everyone dead on 
stage. Aldoborontiphoscophornio faints at the sight.  



 
Although the Queen is forlorn, Tatlanthe assures her that there are plenty of other fine men to 
marry.  
 

I'll fit you with a husband in a trice:  
Here's Rigdum-Funnidos, a proper man;  
If any one can please a queen, he can...  
 
Talk not of mourning, madam;  
One ounce of mirth is worth a pound of sorrow...  

 
As this story winds down, the Poet returns and gradually introduces Matthew Arnold’s poem 
Dover Beach into the action, as the characters each and one at time have socks stuffed in their 
mouth. 
 
In the slow lyrical music, the lights are low and calm with a spotlight on Jonas Budris as the 
poet. He wipes his clown makeup off, revealing the human-being under the costume. 
 
In the slow lyrical music of “Dover Beach” each member of the ensemble at some point wipes 
off their makeup in low blue light.  
 
This elegiac poem takes over from the atomized snippets of “plot” left, providing a commentary 
on what we have just seen and heard. The ensemble stands in a circle and sings this elegant 
chorale. 
 
After the chorale the lights turn radioactive green, each ensemble member puts a thick black, 
gas mask over their head and covering their face. They sing “ah” under the gas masks with the 
final instrumental music.  
 
We hear the electronic score crescendo with sounds of Nazi soldiers creaming at frieghtened 
people. Finally we hear ocean waves and a fog horn and the lights fade to black. 
 
The lights come up with applause. The acting ensemble lines up in a circle and bows. The 
instrumentalists come out, stand in a circle and bow. Then the entire performing ensemble 
forms a circle and bows. They exit the stage through the audience. 
 
During the curtain call animated titles fade in and out: “directed by Nicholas O’Leary” center 
bottom of the screen, “produced by Guerilla Opera” bottom left, “in partnership with Boston 
Conservatory at Berklee” bottom right, “from the play by Henry Carey and ‘Dover Beach’ by 
Matthew Arnold” bottom center, “music by Andy Vores” bottom center, “sound recording by 
Silken Audio” bottom right, “filmed and edited by Ball Square Films” bottom left, “Director of 
Design and Production Julia Noulin-Merat,” “Artistic Director Miek Williams” and “Executive 
Director Clive Grainger” bottom center, and the further credits scroll up from the bottom. 
 



 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
This document is intended to describe encore presentations of Guerilla Opera’s 2017 production 
of Chrononhotonthologos for audiences with visual impairment or who are non-sighted.  
 
For a large print program booklet outlining cast and production personnel and credits, please 
click through or copy and paste this link: 
https://guerillaopera.org/s/Chrononhotonthologos-GuerillaOpera-Program-LargePrint.pdf  
 
For more information on this production and accessible documents visit 
https://guerillaopera.org/chrononhotonthologos  
 
If you have any questions regarding this document or accessibility, please contact Aliana de la 
Guardia at alidelaguardia@guerillaopera.org or call/text at 617-286-6723. 

Please donate to support our mission to bring new music to new audiences through accessibility 
and access at http://www.guerillaopera.org.support. We do it for you and we can do it without 
you! 

Thank you for watching! 

https://guerillaopera.org/s/Chrononhotonthologos-GuerillaOpera-Program-LargePrint.pdf
https://guerillaopera.org/chrononhotonthologos
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